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Abstract: Developing and fine-tuning software programs for heterogeneous hardware such as
CPU/GPU processing platforms comprise a highly complex endeavor that demands considerable
time and effort of software engineers and requires evaluating various fundamental components
and features of both the design and of the platform to maximize the overall performance. The
dataflow programming approach has proven to be an appropriate methodology for reaching such a
difficult and complex goal for the intrinsic portability and the possibility of easily decomposing a
network of actors on different processing units of the heterogeneous hardware. Nonetheless, such
a design method might not be enough on its own to achieve the desired performance goals, and
supporting tools are useful to be able to efficiently explore the design space so as to optimize the
desired performance objectives. This article presents a methodology composed of several stages for
enhancing the performance of dataflow software developed in RVC-CAL and generating low-level
implementations to be executed on GPU/CPU heterogeneous hardware platforms. The stages are
composed of a method for the efficient scheduling of parallel CUDA partitions, an optimization of the
performance of the data transmission tasks across computing kernels, and the exploitation of dynamic
programming for introducing SIMD-capable graphics processing unit systems. The methodology is
validated on both the quantitative and qualitative side by means of dataflow software application
examples running on platforms according to various different mapping configurations.

Keywords: heterogeneous systems; GPU programming; source-to-source compiler; parallel
computing; SIMD; RVC-CAL; dynamic dataflow programs

1. Introduction

Heterogeneous computing systems are becoming increasingly popular in industry
and academia, thanks in part to the fact that transistor shrinkage has slowed down. Trends
such as the scale-out of data centers are starting to reach technical limitations. Here, in
fact, energy consumption becomes a severe issue and is now a serious subject of study
and optimization. Thus, the ever-increasing need for more powerful computing systems
drives the development of more diverse specialized platform designs, which include
processing architectures (e.g., CPU arrays, GPUs, FPGAs) that are able to be more efficient
at performing specialized computing operations. This trend is also driven by the industry,
in which major semiconductor companies (e.g., Nvidia, Intel) are releasing more advanced
heterogeneous hardware that complies with increasingly stringent energy policies [1].
GPUs offer the ability to achieve massive, yet energy-efficient parallelism. However,
exploiting this type of parallelism requires that the code be carefully structured to address
the limitations of the SIMT execution model. Several methods have been developed in
the literature, to avoid the situation in which adapting the code to specific platforms
results in being an operation that has to be performed fully manually. For example, a
hybrid scheduling approach, which the authors call inspector–executor, applied to the
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problem of six tree traversal algorithms is illustrated in [2]. The GPU partially executes
a task and sends execution information to the CPU, then the CPU uses this information
to perform the scheduling. These techniques have been effectively applied in problems
such as community detection in weighted networks [3] and in the multi-product dynamic
lot sizing problem [4]. All these works, however, start with implementations specifically
targeted for hybrid CPU/GPU platforms. An increasingly used methodology is to employ
high-level dataflow programming languages that are not dependent on the target platform.
This type of high-level programming enables portable development approaches that are
architecture-independent and can be efficiently leveraged to analyze and explore the design
space. In fact, dataflow application software inherently reveals the intrinsic parallelism
available in the data being processed by the algorithms. This is done in a systematic fashion
by exploring the design configuration of the actors’ networks—such as the mapping
of computational kernel to the processing element or the allocation of communication
buffers. It is then possible to identify which high-performance design points simultaneously
satisfy the design constraints [5–7]. The exploration of the design space is effectively
achieved without the necessity to test every design point on the hardware system; instead,
it relies on a simulation and performance estimation model. These simulation models
typically use profiling measures obtained from a sample set of (partial) executions of the
application obtained on the platform. In other words, this method greatly reduces the
effort of exploring configuration points, as not all configuration points are tested on the
real platform, but only at the simulated level. Such an approach significantly facilitates
and speeds up portability to different heterogeneous platforms and, by using specific
algorithms, allows obtaining results close to optimum [5]. When using high-level and
platform-independent dataflow design techniques and targeting CPU/GPU platforms,
the main challenge is that the computational nodes of the dataflow networks (also called
actors) are formed with distinct sequential functions that do not strictly correspond to
the Single-Instruction–Multiple-Data (SIMD) nature of the typical architecture of GPUs.
The appropriate use of resources is a prerequisite of the exploitation of a SIMD-type
parallelization, which then results in a dramatic improvement in the performance of the
entire application.

There are several novelties introduced by this work. The first is the definition of a
new methodology to exploit the intra-kernel parallelization available using parallel CUDA
constructs for the execution of actions of dataflow actors. The second is the extension
of both the design space exploration model defined by the authors of this work and the
extension of the open-source toolbox capable of synthesizing low-level code for heteroge-
neous CPU and GPU platforms. To this end, the methodology already defined in [8] was
significantly extended allowing automatically synthesizing a C++/CUDA parallel version
for every actors’ actions, all taking full advantage of SIMD parallelization techniques. All
the innovative contributions of this article can be summarized as follows:

• The definition of a new FIFO communication channel to improve the communication
performance between two computing elements even on different hardware (i.e., GPU
and CPU). This was made possible by exploiting the architecture and programming
APIs available with the new GPU implementations;

• A new methodology for GPU partitioning of actors synthesized with the CUDA
formalism. This new methodology completely removes the need to use a CPU kernel
(actively waiting) to control the execution of GPU-mapped actors;

• The dynamic programming model of actors in a dataflow program is leveraged to
exploit intra-kernel parallelization and take full advantage of the SIMD architecture
of GPUs;

• A low-level code-synthesizing methodology to leverage dynamic actor reprogram-
ming, where internal actions are implemented leveraging SIMD parallelization.

The article is structured as follows: In Section 2 a summary of the dataflow computa-
tional model is illustrated. The main components, their properties, and the main advantages
of this computational model are defined. In addition, an overview of the dataflow pro-
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gramming language used in this paper, in this case RVC-CAL, is given. Subsequently,
the state-of-the-art of techniques implementing and optimizing dataflow applications in
parallel CPU and GPU architectures is discussed in Section 3. The main contributions of
this work are illustrated in Section 4 and supported by the experimental results of Section 5.
Here, the approach is validated by making use of two case studies that differ in computa-
tional complexity and the nature of parallelization. An FIR filter and a JPEG decoder are
used: both designs are implemented using RVC-CAL as the programming language. The
results focus on demonstrating how the SIMD optimizations proposed in this work are
very effective. Section 6 concludes the paper and provides future research directions.

2. Dataflow Model of Computations

A dataflow program is a network of computational kernels, also referred to as actors.
These actors can only communicate with each other by exchanging data through point-to-
point transmission vectors, called buffers. Buffers depict the routes along which the tokens
(data emitted) can flow. Tokens, which are atomic units of data, are placed and removed
from the buffers according to the computational rules of individual actors, called firing
rules.

The work presented in this paper addresses the Dynamic Dataflow (DDF) class of
dataflow programs. In fact, this is the most expressive computation class defining the
execution of a dataflow program. This class allows defining a dynamic token consump-
tion/production rate, so that it is not predefined, but depends on the value of the network
state and/or on the value carried by the tokens. As a consequence, dataflow networks of
the DDF type are not analyzable at compile time [9].

Over the past decade, a large number of different programming languages have
emerged with the aim of modeling the semantics of dataflow programs [10]. Impera-
tive programming languages were augmented by including parallel directives (e.g., Java,
Python, C/C++), and actual native dataflow languages were newly specified (e.g., Esterel,
Ptolemy). Considering these variegated language extension environments, RVC-CAL [11]
can be considered the only fully formally standardized programming language following
the dataflow model, which is capable of modeling DDF networks. An RVC-CAL actor is
defined as a collection of atomic methods, known as actions, together with a collection of
encapsulated state variables for which access and modification are prohibited from neigh-
boring actors in the same network. When an actor is running, a single action is selected at
a time each time. That is, each actor cannot execute several actions at the same time, but
only one. The selection of the action to execute can be done considering the input value of
the tokens and/or the value of the internal variables of the actor. The synthesis from this
high-level programming language to low-level code for heterogeneous platforms can be
done using many open-source compilers, such as Open RVC-CAL Compiler (ORCC) [12,13],
Tÿcho [14], StreamBlocks [15], and Caltoopia [16].

As an example, Figure 1 shows an RVC-CAL dataflow program. Figure 1a depicts
the graphical representation of the program, where the blue boxes are the actors, while the
directed arcs represent the buffers. Specifically, this network consists of five actors (i.e.,
Merger, PingPong, CopyTokensB, CopyTokensA, and Prod) and five buffers. Figure 1b shows
the RVC-CAL implementation of the Producer actor: this is composed of a single action
that produces a token for each execution (firing), during which it increments the internal
variable counter each time. A guard condition prevents the action from being followed more
than four times. In the PingPong actor code shown in Figure 1d, the schedule construct is
used to define an internal finite state machine (FSM), which defines how the execution of
action pp1 must be alternated with the execution of action pp2.
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(a) Illustration of the RVC-CAL dataflow network example.

actor Prod () ==> int Out:
int cnt := 0;

produce: action ==> Out:[cnt]
guard cnt < 4
do cnt := cnt + 1; end

end

(b) Source code of the Prod.cal actor

actor CopyToken (String cpName) int In ==> int Out:
copy: action In:[token] ==> Out:[ token] end

end

(c) Source code of the CopyToken.cal actor

actor PingPong () int In ==> int Out:

ping: action In:[token] ==> Out:[ token]
do println("Ping:" + token); end

pong: action In:[token] ==> Out:[-token]
do println("Pong:" + token); end

schedule fsm s_ping:
s_ping(ping) --> s_pong;
s_pong(pong) --> s_ping;

end
end

(d) Source code of the PingPong.cal actor

Figure 1. Cont.
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actor Merger () int In1 , int In2 ==> :
int cnt := 0;

merge: action In1:[ token1 ], In2:[ token2 ] ==>
do

println("Merger(" + cnt + "):" + token1 + ";" + token2);
cnt := cnt + 1;

end
end

(e) Source code of the Merger.cal actor

Figure 1. Example illustrating the main properties of the RVC-CAL program and how it is structured.
This example contains five actors (i.e., Prod, CopyTokenA, CopyTokenB, PingPong, and Merger).

3. Related Work

Increasing attention has been paid over the past few years to dataflow programming
in the field of programming multicore and heterogeneous computing platforms [17–22].
As outlined by the various studies that can be found in the literature, one of the most
prominent use cases is the execution of dataflow programs on GPU platforms. In this
direction, refer for example to [17–22]. Specific to dynamic programs and implemented on
GPU platforms using RVC-CAL, the works presented in [23] and in [24] show two different
approaches on how to use OpenCL APIs to implement, partition, and subsequently execute
RVC-CAL SW programs. In the first case, an OpenCL implementation is generated from the
Intermediate Representation (IR) provided by the Orcc compiler [13], whereas in the second,
the IR of the Distributed Application Layer (DAL) [25]) is used for the final synthesis. In
both works, the first step is to classify each actor that composes the program (in other
words, it is determined whether an actor is static, cyclo-static, or dynamic); then, only the
narrowest Static Dataflow Actors (SDFs) (i.e., those for which execution and scheduling
behavior can be computed during the compile-time design stage) are executed on the GPU
platform, while the dynamic actors [26] are mapped to the available CPU cores. A similar
approach is illustrated in [27], where RVC-CAL dataflow programs are first transformed
into a high-level SYCL [28] representation. SYCL is a cross-platform C++ abstraction layer
that allows source code for heterogeneous processors to be expressed using the OpenCL
API. The approach illustrated in [27] is also based on using the SIMD nature of GPUs to run
multiple consecutive executions of the same action in parallel when there are data available
for its execution.

The main limitations of the available state-of-the-art solutions described above are
mainly due to the fact that only the computational part of the actors (actions firings) is
performed on the GPUs, while the actor scheduling part (action selection) is performed
on the CPUs. This implementation approach has two drawbacks. The first drawback is
that, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, in the presented design, they are scheduling
only the static actors on the GPU; the dynamic actors are executed only on the CPU. The
second drawback is that the CPU is constantly working to schedule the next tasks for the
GPU. The work presented in this paper aims at removing these limitations, thus allowing
having a scheduling choice made directly on the GPU. This solution releases the CPU
from computational tasks and allows it to use its additional computational resources to
execute other parts of the program concurrently with the GPU. In addition, the amount
of information exchanged between the GPU and CPU is largely reduced. Moreover, in
this approach, the mapping of GPU actors can be applied to any type of execution models,
including DPNs, and is not limited to static actors or actor networks. In other words,
this approach makes it possible to map a dataflow DPN network program onto a GPU
platform independently of its dynamic or non-dynamic behavior. Table 1 resumes the main
differences of the main comparable solutions.
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Table 1. Summary of related papers’ comparison.

This Work [23] [24] [27]

static CPU/GPU CPU/GPU CPU/GPU CPU/GPU

cyclo-static CPU/GPU CPU CPU CPU

dynamic CPU/GPU CPU CPU CPU

4. Design Process and Development

In the following section, it is explained how the methodologies developed in previous
research (considering also the ones designed and implemented by the authors of this paper)
were extended to more efficiently support the systematic partitioning of DPN software
applications. To achieve this goal, the tool set illustrated in Figure 2 was utilized. Starting
from the top, the figure shows the high-level representation of the dataflow program (CAL),
the network setting (XDF), the configuration files that provide partitioning information, and
buffer sizes (BXDF). These represent the input to the ORCC compiler, which uses the Exelixi
CUDA backend described in [8,29,30] to automatically write the respective CUDA/C++
low-level software. This code must then subsequently be compiled using Nvidia CUDA
Compiler (NVCC) to obtain the program binary. Furthermore, the following section
describes a new design for the FIFO buffers that are utilized for communication between
neighboring actors. Along with this, a novel scheduling strategy for actors executing on
GPUs is presented. Lastly, it is shown how SIMD parallelization methodologies are used to
accelerate the runtime of dataflow actions to improve execution performance.

CAL

Exelixi CUDA Backend

NVIDIA CUDA Compiler

Binary

CUDA

XDF BXDF

C++

XCF

Open RVC-CAL Compiler

Figure 2. Workflow of the design, optimization, and implementation of a dynamic dataflow applica-
tion using RVC-CAL as the programming language on heterogeneous CPU and GPU platforms.

4.1. GPU/CPU Data Communication

In a previous work of the authors of this paper [8], the data transfer between GPUs and
CPUs was developed by means of a CudaHostFIFO. This specific communication channel is
depicted in Figure 3 with a blue 2 . Such a FIFO was particularly created to move data
across the GPU and CPU boundary. The implementation is based on a twin FIFO buffer
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that is allocated on each platform using GPU RAM and RAM that is being mirrored using
data copying and synchronization utilizing the CUDA APIs. The primary drawback with
the presented method is the fact that an extensive number of calls to the CUDA runtime
libraries is being made, therefore raising the runtime overhead.

In this article, a novel method for a cross-hardware FIFO buffer was designed by using
the capabilities offered by the new CUDA APIs and architecture capacities summarized in
Figure 3 with a blue 3 . With this goal in mind, the memory allocated on the CPU platform
is a pinned memory. This signifies that the operating system does not swap allocations
or transfer them to another physical memory location. These memory allocations are
subsequently registered in the virtual address memory management of the GPU from which
translated pointers are obtained. With this approach, different pointers are dereferenced if
the data are manipulated from the GPU system or the CPU system. The main benefit of this
method is that it removes the necessity of any software API or synchronization calls. In fact,
memory accesses are performed automatically by the hardware platform. It is important to
note that this solution does not change the rest of the computation model or the way FIFO
buffers are used.

GPUCPU

CpyToken
A Prod

PingPong

MergerCpyToken
B

1

3

4

4

2

Figure 3. Partitioning model and implementation of a program between the GPU and CPU. The
FIFOs used are of three different types: with 1 is indicated the host FIFO, with 2 a host-to-device
FIFO, with 3 a device-to-host FIFO, and with 4 a device FIFO. In this particular example, the program
illustrated in Figure 1 is considered.

4.2. GPU Partitions

In a previous work of the authors of this paper [8], a CPU thread was used exclusively
to schedule all the actors that were mapped to the GPU (i.e., GPU partitions). This entails
running each actor’s kernel intended to be executed on GPUs in parallel and spinning
until they terminate. If any actors made computational advancements, then every actor
is executed again until no actors perform forward processing for a determined elapsed
time. Only from this moment, the GPU partitions are considered to have completed their
execution and the CPU thread is freed. This is an active-wait (spin–wait)-type system,
which is neither energy nor computationally efficient. Its advantages, however, are the ease
of implementation and the possibility to know at any time the complete state of the entire
dataflow network.

The goal of this work is to make the execution of each GPU-mapped actor autonomous.
In other words, using the same formalism described in [8], it acts as if each CUDA partition
contains only one actor. Every actor is supposed to terminate itself by monitoring the
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termination reached by the application software. This indicates that the GPU partitions
could be considered during the entire time the application program is executing as totally
independent. So as to reach this goal, after all the instantiation and initialization phases,
the main program thread waits for all CPU and GPU partitions to stop before terminating
the application. The main mechanism used for this is that each partition (CPU or GPU)
keeps track of the progress made by its actors. If, after a fixed amount of time, no actors
have made any progress (i.e, no actions were fired), the partition terminates.

Regarding in more detail how the new GPU partition design is implemented, the
low-level scheduling generated by the CAL backend (which we call actionSelection) was
implemented as a long-running kernel. Figure 1 presents a simplified example of how this
function of actionSelection was implemented. From Line 25, it can be noticed that the status
array is set every time an action is fired. This array is accessible by every other CUDA actor
and is utilized to notify the other actors, indicating that one of them just performed further
processing. The checkStatus function-call in Line 30 is in charge of verifying the status of
the other actors. If zero actors have produced any work after a certain fixed period of time
(waitPeriod), the actors terminate. The software application is closed after all CPU-side
actors and all GPU-side actors are done executing.

4.3. SIMD Parallelization

Generating efficient low-level SIMD-type code is a prerequisite to fully exploit the
hardware available in modern GPUs. Without this, on Nvidia GPUs for instance and
because a CUDA core is a SIMD architecture composed of 32 threads, a single thread out
of the 32 possible will be utilized, wasting a substantial part of the potential resources. In
order to reach this objective, though, it is mandatory to identify what are the limitations of
the computation model used to program the platform. In the specific case of RVC-CAL,
the intrinsic behavior of an actor is to consume one or more tokens from the input buffers,
execute the computational part defined by the action, modify the internal state, and then,
produce one or more tokens in the output buffers. This approach makes the implementation
not yet ready for SIMD-like parallelization. However, it is possible to improve the actor
execution performance if the order of tokens within the actor communication channels is
preserved and the actor state dependencies of the model execution are respected.

Unlike previous works, where the actionSelection was executed on a single CUDA
thread and the actions were simple function calls, in this work, a new method is used.
The dynamic parallelism that is required to execute the actionSelection function is obtained
by using a second dedicated kernel for the actions. This approach allows obtaining a
SIMD parallel execution using several instances of the same action at the same time.
As an illustrative example of the approach developed in this paper, a summary of the
implementation is shown in Listing 1. Here, an improved implementation of actionSelection
is proposed. It can be seen from Line 23 how, for this particular example, 512 actions are
executed in parallel. Another point worth noticing is how the handling of read and write
addresses in FIFOs is handled within the actionSelection function instead of in the action
implementation itself. This makes possible the actionSelection to be called only once and
sequentially. Moreover, it can be observed that in Line 21, the read address is obtained by
providing as a FIFO sizing parameter the number of tokens that will be used at each call
(in the specific case of the proposed example, this number is 64 tokens for the number of
threads). Proper sizing is particularly important to ensure that memory is aligned so that
a specific amount of data can be accessed in consecutive addresses. It is possible to have
DPN networks in which sequential actors and parallelized actors coexist while maintaining
the sequential semantics of the FIFO buffers. This can be achieved by implementing a token
id and thread id mapping to be used within an action in order to index the read and/or
write addresses.
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Listing 1: Simplified implementation of a CUDA action selection function for an actor of
the idct design illustrated in Figure 4.

1 void actionSelection(Idct* actor ,
2 unsigned int* status ,
3 unsigned int index ,
4 unsigned int size) {
5 unsigned int sTime = clock64 ();
6 bool endExecution = false;
7 do {
8 status[index] = 0;
9 bool r1 = true;

10 while (r1) {
11 r1 = false;
12 actor ->size_IN = actor ->Prt_IN ->count (0);
13 actor ->size_OUT = actor ->Prt_OUT ->rooms ();
14 bool r2 = true;
15 while (r2) {
16 r2 = false;
17 if(actor ->size_IN >= 512*64 &&
18 actor ->isSchedulableAction ()) {
19 if(actor ->size_OUT >= 512*64) {
20 Ports prts;
21 prts.IN =actor ->Prt_IN ->read_address (0 ,512*64);
22 prts.OUT =actor ->Prt_OUT ->write_address ();
23 idctNS ::action <<< 1, 512 >>>(actor ,prts);
24 r1 = r2 = true;
25 status[index] = 1;
26 }
27 }
28 }
29 }
30 if (checkStatus(status , size) == NULL) {
31 endExecution = (clock64 () - sTime) > waitPeriod;
32 } else {
33 sTime = clock64 ();
34 }
35 } while(! endExecution );
36 }

Figure 4. Illustration of the test RVC-CAL IDCT dataflow network.

4.4. Dynamic SIMD Parallelization

In this section, a methodology developed to implement applications by a number of
threads that evolve at runtime is described.

Implementation

The dynamic SIMD parallelization optimization is based on generating a number
of parallel executions of the same action that dynamically evolve over the runtime of
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the application, with the objective of maximizing the performance and the GPU resource
utilization. To achieve such an objective, during the code generation phase, each action
with a parallel flag gets assigned a pair of integer {bl, th}with bl being the number of CUDA
thread blocks and th the number of threads per block. From there, everything needs to be
carefully parametrized with this dynamic pair of variables, that is the action CUDA kernel
launch parameter, the pre-allocation of the FIFO buffer token slots for the corresponding
input or output ports, and the test for available space for writing and available tokens to be
read. Finally, the dynamic change needs to be synchronized with the end of the main inner
loop to avoid size mismatches.

It has to be noted that the maximum amount of thread that a FIFO can access in
parallel is correlated with the size of the FIFO threshold and the number of consumed/pro-
duced tokens per action firing. Indeed, for a FIFO buffer of size “size”, a memory of
size “size + threashold” is allocated. This is done because to achieve efficient execution
performance, the SIMD threads need to access consecutive memory locations. Thus, the
threshold should be at least Nbthread ∗ Nbtokens with Nbthread being the maximum number
of SIMD threads an action can be executed with and Nbtokens being the number of tokens
an action produces/consumes to/from this FIFO buffer. When using the static SIMD
mode, this concern is not a relevant issue as the Exelixi CUDA backend generates the
proper size according to the flag set by the developer, but for the dynamic SIMD case,
such a number needs to be sufficiently large to generate memory sizes enabling effective
parallelization opportunities.

Figure 5 shows an example of an internal representation of a FIFO buffer of size 12
tokens (t1− t12) where an action consumes 3 tokens per firing and is executed with 4
SIMD threads (th1− th4) in parallel. In the example, the FIFO buffer needs a threshold of
minimum size 3 ∗ 4 = 12

th4th1 th2 th3

t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12t1 . . .

FIFO size Threshold

Figure 5. Representation of the SIMD parallel read/write of a FIFO buffer.

5. Experimental evaluation
5.1. Experimental Hardware and Software Platform

The processing platforms used to run the experiments have the following specification:

• System 1: GeForce GTX 1660 SUPER Nvidia GPU coupled with an Intel Skylake
i5-6600. The GPU graphic co-processor is equipped with 6 GB of memory, whereas
the CPU main processing platform is equipped with 16 GBytes of DDR4 RAM.

• System 2: GeForce RTX 3080 Ti Nvidia GPU coupled with an AMD Threadripper
3990X. The GPU graphic co-processor is equipped with 12 GB of memory, whereas the
CPU main processing platform is equipped with two 256 GBytes of DDR4 RAM.

They both run CUDA version 11.6.2 used for the graphic software library.

5.2. SIMD Parallelization Capabilities’ Evaluation

Two application programs were selected with the objective of evaluating the new
methodology introduced in this work. When a new technology is used to generate exe-
cutable code from a high-level dataflow program, two elements need to be considered. The
first element is to verify that the generated executable code is semantically correct and
equivalent to the dataflow source code. The second element is obviously to measure the
obtained performance increase versus an alternative.
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5.2.1. Experiments with an IDCT Application

The parallelization results obtainable by applying the new approach described in
the paper to a computationally intensive actor are described in this section. So as to
isolate the transformation and better evaluate the potential results, the test application is
simply composed by a network of three actors. Two actors provide the necessary input
Source and output Sink data flow, and the central actor contains the implementation of
a compliant idct algorithm version (refer to Figure 4 for an illustration of the dataflow
network). For this simple network, two partitioning configurations were tested. The first
is a CPU-only mapping, employing one thread for each actor and a total of three threads.
A second partitioning is a GPU-only mapping for which the CUDA kernel of the action
that is executed inside the idct actor is executed on a grid of two blocks employing 512
threads per block. Both test configurations were implemented with a buffer of the same
size. The result of the experiment is that the GPU configuration, when compared to the
configuration in which all actors are mapped only on the CPU platform, can complete
the data processing tasks in less than half the time. The detailed results can be seen in
Table 2. Such results demonstrate that if a sufficient throughput of data can be supplied to
the CUDA-implemented actors, the proposed methodology does indeed provide a relevant
performance boost over implementations relying only on multicore CPU processing.

Table 2. Speedup results with statistics for the the RVC-CAL IDCT application using 10 executions.

CPU GPU Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

System 1 9.23 9.31 9.42 2.90E-3 4.36 4.60 4.77 1.40E-2 2.02

System 2 8.50 12.6 18.0 1.39E+1 5.72 5.73 5.74 3.22E-5 2.18

5.2.2. RVC-CAL JPEG Decoder

Figure 6 reports the dataflow network of the JPEG decoder application program
that was chosen for the experiments. The network is composed by six actors. The JPEG
decoder is a well-known application, and the corresponding dataflow source code is
publicly available in the following web repository [31]. In this second experiment, the
idct2d actor parallelized as in the tests described above was used in the dataflow network
implementing the full JPEG decoding algorithm. In this experiment, the application
program is essentially used to validate the semantic correctness of the generated code
for a generic dataflow program. The application is sufficiently complex, and it was not
explicitly designed and optimized for exploring efficient GPU parallelization options. In
terms of performance, Table 3 reports the experimental results in terms of the obtained
performance, respectively when the idct2d actor is sequentially executed on the GPU
(such an implementation is consistent with the methodology previously developed and
reported in [8]) and when all other actors processing tasks are executed on the CPU
partition. The second experiment corresponds to the improved methodology in which
the idct2d actor is executed in parallel on the GPU platform. It can be observed that this
experiment employing the parallel GPU implementation results outperforms by a speedup
of 9.67 or 18.3 the sequential implementation of the first experiment depending on the
hardware system.

Figure 6. RVC-CAL JPEG decoder dataflow network: actors and communication FIFO buffers.
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Table 3. Frame rate and speedup results for the RVC-CAL JPEG decoder.

Frame Rate (image/s)
SpeedupSequential GPU Parallel GPU

Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

System 1 0.24 0.24 0.24 7.63E-8 2.28 2.28 2.28 4.06E-7 9.44

System 2 0.28 0.29 0.29 2.38E-7 5.16 5.19 5.24 8.17E-4 18.20

5.3. CPU/GPU Data Exchange Performance

This sub-section reports the performance of two application programs employed to
assess the improvements obtained by only changing the inter-partition communication
(CPU/GPU and GPU/CPU) implementations by using the new FIFO implementation
introduced in the previous sections of this work.

5.3.1. RVC-CAL FIR Filter

Figure 7 reports the dataflow network of a simple FIR filter application program. The
network is composed of 13 actors. The corresponding source code is publicly available in
the web repository accessible at this URL [31].

Figure 7. RVC-CAL FIR filter dataflow network: actors and communication FIFO buffers.

Figure 8, Table 4 and Table 5 reports the performance speedup that the new implemen-
tation of the FIFO buffer provides versus the state-of-the-art implementation. Since the
objective is to measure the performance of CPU/GPU data throughput, different configura-
tions/mappings of a relatively complex data flow network of actors implementing simple
internal processing are an appropriate validation test. Therefore, for this experiment, the
overall performance of an FIR application was evaluated. The performance of six randomly
chosen mappings (see Table 6) on the two different systems of the FIR network actors for
the CPU or GPU platform are reported. The results were compared to the performance
of the implementation using the previous inter-platform communication mechanism and
the same mapping/partition. It can be observed that, in this case, the improvement of the
processing speed ranges from 1.70 up to 8.91.
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Figure 8. Speedup results for the RVC-CAL FIR filter on the two different hardware systems. On
the x-axis, the different mapping configurations and, on the y-axis, the speedup value with the
application implemented using the new FIFO inter-partition methodology.

Table 4. Statistics of the results depicted in Figure 8a using 10 executions.

New FIFO Old FIFO Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

m1 1.36 1.37 1.38 1.00E-4 3.56 3.60 3.63 1.23E-3 2.63

m2 1.31 1.34 1.35 4.33E-4 3.40 3.42 3.45 8.33E-4 2.56

m3 1.37 1.38 1.41 5.33E-4 4.90 4.91 4.92 1.33E-4 3.55

m4 5.73 5.76 5.80 1.43E-3 51.03 51.27 51.65 1.09E-1 8.91

m5 5.99 6.16 6.26 2.26E-2 51.23 51.30 51.37 4.90E-3 8.32

m6 5.79 5.80 5.82 3.00E-4 28.55 28.63 28.71 6.43E-3 4.94
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Table 5. Statistics of the results depicted in Figure 8b using 10 executions.

New FIFO Old FIFO Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

m1 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.33E-4 2.11 2.13 2.17 1.03E-3 1.70

m2 1.25 1.28 1.31 9.33E-4 2.65 2.67 2.68 3.00E-4 2.09

m3 1.30 1.31 1.32 1.00E-4 3.48 3.52 3.56 1.63E-3 2.68

m4 4.98 5.04 5.17 1.20E-2 30.10 30.24 30.42 2.72E-2 6.00

m5 5.23 5.26 5.31 1.73E-3 30.00 30.20 30.51 7.52E-2 5.74

m6 5.15 5.19 5.26 3.70E-3 17.16 17.31 17.53 3.72E-2 3.34

Table 6. The different mapping settings of the FIR implementation that are used in the results.

CPU GPU

m1 Source, Sink
delay_1, delay_2, delay3, mul_1,

mul_2, mul_3, mul_4, add_1,
add_2, add_3, rshift

m2 Source, Sink, delay_1, mul_1,
mul_2, add_1, add_2, rshift

delay_2, delay3, mul_3, mul_4, add_2

m3 Source, Sink, mul_1, add_3, rshift delay_1, delay_2, delay3, mul_2,
mul_3, mul_4, add_1, add_2

m4 Source, Sink, delay_1, delay_3,
mul_1, mul_3, add_1, add_3

delay_2, mul_2, mul_4, add_2, rshift

m5 Source, Sink, delay_1, delay_3,
mul_1, mul_3, add_1, add_2

delay_2, mul_2, mul_4, add_3, rshift

m6 Source, Sink, delay_1, delay_2,
delay_3, mul_1, mul_2, mul_3, mul_4

add_1, add_2, add_3, rshift

5.3.2. RVC-CAL JPEG Decoder

Like the results reported in the previous sub-sections, Figure 9, Table 7 and Table 8
reports reports the speedup obtained by the new FIFO implementation in the case of six
random configurations of the JPEG decoder already introduced in Section 5.2.2. For this
software app, the performance of six arbitrary partitions (see Table 9) on the two different
systems of the actors for the GPU or CPU platform is introduced and analyzed alongside
the results relative to the performance of the implementation employing the prior dataflow
GPU/CPU data communication buffers developed by the authors. It can be observed
that, in this test experiment, the speedup improvement of the overall application program
execution is in the range 2.94- up to 15.01-times faster.
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Figure 9. Speedup results for the RVC-CAL JPEG decoder on the two different hardware systems.
On the x-axis, the different mapping configurations and, on the y-axis, the speedup value with the
application implemented using the new FIFO inter-partition methodology.

Table 7. Statistics of the results depicted in Figure 9a using 10 executions.

New FIFO Old FIFO Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

m1 2.07 2.07 2.07 1.33E-04 14.98 15.08 15.15 7.11E-2 7.31

m2 1.88 1.89 1.89 5.33E-04 10.47 10.58 10.65 8.14E-2 5.64

m3 5.03 5.10 5.23 1.14E-01 73.04 73.70 74.51 5.00 14.26

m4 5.57 5.59 5.62 5.63E-03 82.61 82.72 82.81 9.31E-2 14.73

m5 9.57 9.60 9.62 6.70E-03 143.39 143.96 144.43 2.50 15.01

m6 7.70 7.72 7.75 7.23E-03 62.96 63.36 63.64 1.14 8.21

Table 8. Statistics of the results depicted in Figure 9b using 10 executions.

New FIFO Old FIFO Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

m1 1.72 1.72 1.72 4.30E-5 5.44 5.67 5.90 4.84E-1 3.29

m2 1.31 1.31 1.32 2.52E-4 3.81 3.86 3.94 4.42E-2 2.94
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Table 8. Cont.

New FIFO Old FIFO Speedup
Min Mean Max Var Min Mean Max Var

m3 4.56 4.57 4.57 2.44E-4 24.93 24.95 24.99 8.83E-3 5.46

m4 5.12 5.13 5.14 7.46E-4 27.59 28.35 29.35 7.41 5.52

m5 8.44 8.45 8.46 5.37E-4 58.56 59.51 61.25 2.03E+1 7.04

m6 6.93 6.94 6.95 6.13E-4 23.62 24.87 25.52 1.06E+1 3.58

Table 9. The different mapping settings of the JPEG decoder implementation that are used in
the results.

CPU GPU

m1 src, parser, huffman, dequant,
idct2d, display dequant

m2 src, parser, huffman, dequant,
display idct2d

m3 src, parser, dequant, idct2d,
display huffman

m4 src, parser, dequant, display huffman, idct2d

m5 src, huffman, idct2d, display parser, dequant

m6 src, display parser, huffman, dequant,
idct2d

6. Conclusions

In this work, two new design methodologies for the synthesis of dynamic dataflow
programs to be executed on CUDA GPU platforms were introduced. Experimental results
reporting the obtained performance improvements were also provided for the RVC-CAL
dataflow application software.

The article improves and extends state-of-the-art methods in some essential parts of
dataflow program synthesis for heterogeneous CPU/GPU platforms. One innovation is
a new implementation of the buffer and related protocols interconnecting the GPU and
CPU processing platforms. The data exchange in terms of throughput performance was
improved versus state-of-the-art results. A second innovation is a new implementation
of the GPU executable software, which can now execute without any control from the
CPU executable, a feature that removes any processing or control need on the CPU side.
Both design innovations were fully supported by computer-assisted compilations of the
executable on both the GPU and CPU sides and demonstrated for the RVC-CAL dataflow
language. The innovations were obtained by relying on an appropriate implementation
of dynamic parallelism for the intra-kernel parallel execution of actions. Improvements
of the overall performance were obtained by a dynamic grid configuration on the GPU
platform. The semantic correctness of the dataflow model of execution and the correctness
of the systematic compilation for both the CPU and GPU platform of executable code were
verified by synthesizing real-sized application programs.

Further extensions of the work presented here include the investigation of an improved
tool support providing the automatic selection of actors with a high potential for GPU
parallelization. The current implementation requires an explicit selection to be provided by
the designer. Another aspect that deserves further investigation is the development of good
heuristics on how to dynamically choose at runtime the number of parallel threads that
actions can execute to maximize resource utilization and overall application performance.
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